
 

1. Reusable 2-Ply Polyester poplin construction 

2. Behind the head tie-style straps fit any head size and PPE 

3. Vivid full-color dye-sublimated printing 

4. Sold in packs of 12 identical masks 

5. Imprint Method: Full-Color Dye Sublimation 

6. Single-sided graphic 

7. 4-Day lead time 

30 day warranty - Standard warranty is a parts and labor warranty which warrants 

product against defects in material and workmanship. It does not cover damage due 

to accidents, abuse or normal wear and tear. Products found to be defective will be 

replaced or repaired at factory's discretion. 

*Production lead time begins after final proof approval and excludes order processing time.  
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BRANDED 
FACE MASKS

FROM OUR CUSTOMERS: 

“I like these [face shields], they 

cover so much more, if you have 

to tilt your head upwards you 

are still covered…”  

“Easy to clean and reuse.”

http://www.synergy-dg.com


TO USE: 

1. Place mask over nose and mouth.  

2. Secure upper straps first, followed by lower straps.  

3. Adjust as needed.  

4. Do not touch inside of mask. 

FOR STORAGE & CARE: 

1. Mask can be laundered using mild detergent and tumble dry low heat.  

2. Do not store in original packaging, a plastic bag or plastic container. Store in a paper 

bag in a cool dry place. 

Note: Heat generated from a laser used in the manufacturing process may cause some discoloring to occur.  

SAMPLE PRODUCTION FILE: 
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BLEED AREA - _4.5 ”W x  14 ”H
FILL WITH ART FOR PRODUCTION

FINISHED AREA - 42.5 ”W x 11 ”H
VISIBLE WHEN DISPLAYED

SAFE AREA - 3.25 ”W x 4.5 ”H
KEEP IMPORTANT TEXT/LOGOS WITHIN THIS AREA

PLEASE DELETE THIS LAYER
BEFORE SAVING

Pack Of 12

Please Submit 1 Art File

All images must be embedded

All text must be outlined

SAVE AS PDF

FOR OTHER COVID-19 RESPONSE ITEMS LIKE LEVEL-1 GOWNS, CUSTOM PARTITIONS AND SNEEZE GUARDS, 
REMOTE OFFICE BACKDROPS, FACE SHIELDS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR SYNERGY REPRESENTATIVE.

http://www.synergy-dg.com

